
µ˙The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, at Your Home

Time: 30 minutes–1 hour

Difficulty level: Easy

Messy level: Low

Exploring Shapes and Making  
Collaborative Drawings

This lesson will guide you on how to collaborate with a family member to 
create a set of ink drawings inspired by this Julio Alpuy drawing.

Investigate the Work of Art!

1. What shapes and objects do you recognize in this drawing?

2. What is the difference between a line and a shape?

3. Collaboration means working with someone to produce or create 
something together. When was a time you collaborated with someone 
else? What did you create?

To view a hi-res image of the work,  
visit the MFAH Collection online database.

Step-by-Step Artist Instructions

1. Find a hard surface where you and your collaborator can both sit and draw. During this process, you and your  
    partner will be exchanging drawings back and forth.
2. Both partners begin with a piece of paper. Never lifting your pen, create one large winding shape. Make sure to  
    end at the same point where you began.
3. Look at how many shapes have been created within the drawing.
4. Now switch papers.
5. Both participants will do the next step simultaneously.
6. Pick one shape and fill it in with simple patterns, recognizable objects like Alpuy did, or fill in the spaces  
    completely with shading, images, or patterns.
7. Once you each have finished, switch papers, pick a shape, and fill it in.
8. Continue this process until all shapes are filled.
Note: If you have a child who gets upset about making “mistakes,” use pencils instead of ink.
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Let’s Make Some Art!
Gather These Art Materials

· Two pieces of white drawing paper
· Two black pens

https://emuseum.mfah.org/objects/107613/sin-titulo-dos-estructuras?ctx=7e30b7a7edd48c3d0666ff543087085880cb75e2&idx=15

